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FINANCING ROUNDTABLE CONCLUSIONS
Business Case Risk Framework:

Technical, market and regulatory risks, costs and
uncertainties need to be addressed:
• Capital subsidies and loan guarantees for the additional
equipment costs;
• Operating subsidies (as feed-in tariffs or tax benefits or longterm off-take
ff
agreements)) ffor capture and storage;
• Early co-funding of engineering (FEED);
• Insurance (trust funds, bonding);
• Performance standards for old and new units;
• Clear regulatory guidance for land use, injection, storage,
groundwater p
g
protection,, and stewardship
p and liability.
y
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CSLF Financing Task Force: Next Steps
Steps, 2011
•

2010 Roundtables on Finance achieved a fruitful dialog between public
and private sectors to resolve key risks.
risks

•

The dialog must be taken to a deeper level to resolve issues for financing
projects with CCS at commercial scale – an order of magnitude in funding
over demonstrations or pilot efforts.

•

IEA believes that energy financing challenge to 2030 is in €£$ Trillions…
not a government budget call, but debt financing needed.

•

Explication of elements in several “Funding
Funding Models
Models” is needed:
•
•
•

•

Two Roundtables are proposed for 2011, one in Asia, one in Washington
•
•

•

Differences between power sector, other energy-intensive sectors
Differences of low-growth OECD vs. high growth Developing Nations
Differences among
g market factors and regional
g
features,, industrial capacity
p
y
Funding will be sought from sponsors and institutions
Other organizations to be engaged: G8/G20, IEA, Development Banks, Industry

Deliverables: Details of Funding Models, Tools for Government Agencies
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Landscape for Investment in Projects with CCS
Difficult Challenges

Major Opportunities

• Tight credit globally, with stiff
competition for investment

• Historically low interest rates

• Cheap fossil fuels (natural gas),
with
ith subsidies
b idi still
till intact
i t t

• Reduced volatility in market prices
by shifting to coal sources

• High uncertainty about GHG policy

• Tech pathway to fix large GHG
sources by adopting CCS

• Severe fiscal deficits (local, federal)

• Modernization of industrial base

• Unclear regulatory permitting

• Entails large-scale international
cooperation (public and private)

• Lack of system performance
guarantees
• Cheap, old coal plants still running
(competition for new units)

• Local economic development
• Alternative fuel diversification with
domestic utilization (gasification
may enable fuel fabrication)
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Societe Generale: Financing Challenges
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Finance Roundtable Dialog

Public Private Funding Models: Key Elements
Public-Private
G
Government
t

“Trigger points”
for mobilizing capital

Industry & Investors

• GHG policy
• Siting regulations
• Performance Standards

• Property investment
• Feedstock & infrastructure
• Monetizing
o e
g cos
cost / be
benefit
e

• R&D / Tech cooperation
• Demonstration & FEED

• Engineering & Innovation
• System integration
• Training,
Training education

• Monetary incentives
• Debt / Equity financing
• Insurance; trust funds
• Market presence

- Tax measures, FITs
- Allowances
- Green bonds

• Energy rates
“Reliable
Reliable energy from
secure supply with
environmental
stewardship”

FUNDING MODELS
- Public
P bli utility
tilit
- Private project
- Hybrids… others
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Funding Models to Consider (GCCSI)

The Global CCS Institute
Funding Models offer a path
forward to negotiations
between public and private
sectors on risks and cost
costsharing given a variety of
modes and regional
differences. At the highest
level, parties need to decide
what roles they are prepared
to (or must) play to move a
CCS project forward.
The ‘engagement model’ is
the division of roles between
public and private sector
participants across key
functions such as designing,
building, project managing,
ownership and financing.
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Focus of the roundtable discussions
Summary (Bernard Frois
Frois, CCS Summit; 20 May 2010
2010, Berlin)
1)

Today, CO2 price is too low. 100$ possible? When is uncertain.

2)

Costs are considerable. Subsidies are not sufficient.

3)

Financing Commercial-scale projects with CCS focuses key risks.

4)

High risks (technical, market, policy): All risks must be addressed.
Public private negotiation on risk coverage is paramount
Public-private
paramount.

5)

Rewards not clear. How to recover capital and make profit?

6))

Long-term
g
liability
y is a major
j issue; Development
p
is opportunity.
pp
y

7)

Market uncertainties, emissions regulations and subsurface rules
must be addressed as well, to mobilize private debt and equity.
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Public -Private Partnerships can flow through the bond market

Capital Investment Required is Daunting Î Debt
Lenders and bondholders will provide the bulk of energy financing to 2030, NOT venture
capital,
p
so a credit risk framework will p
prevail, focused on predictable,
p
steady
y cash flows.

$30 Trillion by 2030

$13.6 T

$6.3 T

$5.5 T

75% of power sector
investment ($13.6 T)
targeted in China,
OECD Europe,
p ,
and N.America
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Debt Financing Drives the Framework, not “Venture Capital”
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Regulatory and policy risks
Fossil projects with CCS cannot
complete financing without a
comprehensive commercial risk
analysis by creditors with debt
financing.

Deployment = debt financing.
[credit risk framework]

Technical and
Technology
and
operating
operating
risks
risks
Market and
risksFinancial risks

$
Close
Financing

possible
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and profit

Permitting
$
Source:
S
Scully
Capital
www.CCSAlliance.net

Design &
Development

Engineering &
Construction

Operations &
Maintenance
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Risk Analysis rooted in Project Structure

Commercial Scale Projects with CCS: Key Elements
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